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Consult your physician  before starting any fitness program,particularly if you have a history of high blood pressure,  heart disease,
obesity, or have a bone or joint problem.   If you experience faintness, dizziness, pain or shortness of breath at any time while
exercising you should stop immediately. We make no representations or warranties concerning any usage of the information offered
here and will not be liable for any direct, indirect, consequential, special, exemplary or other losses or damages that may result.

Focused Breathing Inhale expand, Exhale Contract (see Just Breathe Session.)

Warm Up 

Works Legs, Butt & Abs, Shoulders, Back

March in place. Step side to side. Dynamic Stretching, Arm Circles front &
back

Goddess 
Squat

Stand with feet about 3 feet apart (depending on your height). Lower your
body, extending your rear until your thighs are parallel to the floor or to a
comfortable depth to honor your knees. Hold status while doing a series of
punches. 

Reminder: When doing goddess squats your weight should be in your heels.
When punching, one arm remains in front of your chest with elbow bent
just below 90 degrees to block your imaginary opponent. 

Jabs Quick, snapping motion as you punch in front of you. Bend elbows and
punch forcefully,  Add speed to increase intensity. Rotate at waist. 

Hooks

Punch is thrown from below your waist to punch as though you were
trying to hit someone under the chin. Put your waist into it! 

All punches can be thrown to the side or front, done rapidly or slowly, alternate
or same side.  Always exhale on the effort or as you're punching. 

CONGRATULATIONS!

You are now ready to perform a fun and effective routine that combines squats, kicks, &
punches. Have fun and drink plenty of water before and after. 

Punch comes from the side and elbow remains bent as you punch towards
the center of your body. Imagine you are punching your adversary on
both sides of the outer rib cage. 
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